IMPROV WORKSHOPS WITH KLAUS PETER SCHREINER
INTERACTION, INSPIRATION, EMOTION

Workshop for teachers (6 to 12 hours)

Improvisation And Creativity
In The Classroom
This workshop makes the participants familiar with basic improvisation
techniques. They can be used in the role as a teacher as well as for
extracurricular activities with students. How can we use body language to
demand respect (“status”)? How can we deal creatively with unexpected
situations? How can we foster cooperative communication? What can being
attentive and being in the moment contribute to healthy relations? What
improv games and formats can we use to entertain a school audience?
The techniques introduced in this workshop are mainly used in improvisation
theatre but they are essential tools for anyone working with people. They
foster teamwork and make us aware of non-verbal communication and body
language. All the games and techniques can be used in teaching students to
improvise little scenes (by the way, Klaus will also be happy to work with a
group of interested students, of course). They will be practised in a highly
motivational and fun atmosphere encouraging teachers to explore their
storytelling talents and their interpersonal skills.

Klaus has for many years been teaching improv in Germany, Austria and more recently in Britain.
He has studied under international masters like Keith Johnstone, with whom he has collaborated as
a workshop interpreter in Germany. Klaus is fascinated by the magic of human interaction both on
and off the stage and the process of creating stories, both of which he continues to explore in his
workshops emphasising fun, creativity and encouragement.

Examples of Klaus’ most popular workshops:
For improv groups: Truthfulness In Improv, Short Form Storytelling,
Musical Improvisation, Improv Basics
For theatre groups: Improvisation Techniques For The Stage
For schools: Improvisation And Creativity
For businesses: Corporate Improv
Times and dates: can be arranged weekdays and weekends
Contact: info@domino-impro.de and 07833622272
Costs: to be negotiated
www.klauspeterschreiner.com

